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Department of Computer Science and

Engineering aspires to become a center of

excellence for quality technical education by

keeping pace with new technologies to create

competent professionals.

M1: To develop professionals with analytical and

technical competency for productive career in

industry, academia and as entrepreneurs.

M2: To build theoretical and applied skills of

faculty and student in computer science and

engineering through need based training,

research and development on industrially and

socially relevant issues.

M3: Continuously improve and provide state-of-

the-art laboratories to keep up with the new

developments in the area of computer science

and engineering.

M4: Create nurturing environment through

competitive events, industry interactions, global

collaborations and creating concern for lifelong

learning.
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Dr. S. C. Gupta

Professor and HOD, Department of 

Computer Science and Engineering

HOD’s MESSAGE

MESSAGE

I am proud to assert that our

department has met this standard

of success with utmost humility. I

gratefully Recall the contributions

of our teachers and all those who

followed in line down initiating of

magazine .May the gleam of our

department ever illumine the years

Ahead..



Ms. Anoopa Arya, 
Assistant Professor, 
CSE

Pratham Kataria, 
B. Tech 3rd Year,
CSE

Dr. Anju Gandhi, 
Associate Professor, 
CSE



There is no great joy than saving a soul.” 
“A life may depend on a gesture from you, 
a bottle of Blood.” “To give blood you 
need neither extra strength nor extra food, 
and you will save a life.” “If you're a blood 
donor, you're a hero to someone, 
somewhere, who received your gracious 
gift of life.



The IEEE Student Branch of PIET was
inaugurated by Prof. Prerna Gaur (Delhi
Section Chair, IEEE Delhi Section),
Management–PIET, Prof. Shakti Kumar
(Director, PIET, Samalkha), all Deans, all HODs
and Dr.Anju Bhandari Gandhi (Branch
Counselor) on August 22, 2019 in PIET
CAMPUS.



The IEEE Student
Branch of PIby Prof.
Prerna Gaur (Delhi
Section Chair, IEEE
Delhi Section),
Management–PIET,
Prof. Shakti Kumar
(Director, PIET,
Samalkha), all Deans,
all HODs and Dr.Anju
Bhandari Gandhi
(Branch Counselor) ET
was inaugurated



Cloud computing is a type 
of computing that relies on 
shared computing resources rather 
than having local servers or personal 
devices to handle applications. In its 
most simple description, cloud 
computing is taking services 
("cloud services") and moving them 
outside an organization's firewall.


